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NOTICE TO VISITORS

1. Unaccompanied walkers will not be allowed entry to the park.
2. Overnight visitors must possess booking vouchers or tentage.
3. An offence to:
   1. Light fires and to discard litter
   2. Interfere with, cut or destroy any vegetation
   3. Kill, capture, or provoke any animal (reptile or bird)
   4. Drive or walk on the forest roads and paths at night
   5. Introduce any domestic animals other than park animals
   6. Carry any firearms (weapons) or traps

Visitors are reminded that no dumping of litter is allowed on the mountain. All litter must be brought down. Driving off the roads is also prohibited. All other park rules and regulations must be strictly adhered to.

CHOGORIA GATE
ALTITUDE 2950 M A.S.L.

Visitors intending to stay at Austrian Hut should book here. No payment should be made beyond this point. Visitors must present their booking voucher to the caretaker.

It's an offence to drop litter in the park. Pack out what you bring in the park. Ni haka kuacha takataka ndani ya hipadhi beba takataka tako wake nii wa kutoka.
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